Teaching Computer Science
as an integral part of science, mathematics and humanities
1. What is computer science?
2. What are the goals of computer science at school?
3. How to teach computer science?
Juraj Hromkovič
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What is Computer Science?
The first Big-Data crisis:
Administrating the entire Mesopotamian empire
Solution: The invention of script
Digitalization:
Representing information as sequences of symbols
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What is Computer Science?
Security:

Keep data safe from
unauthorized readers

Information density
and compression:

Minimize the length of a
representation

Self-verifying
Codes:

Make data representation
resilient against errors
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What is Computer Science?
Gain knowledge and use it to automate
Automation is the source of human efficiency:
Executing procedures does not require the high
qualification of inventors
Pythagoras of Samos
𝑎𝑎2 + 𝑏𝑏2 = 𝑐𝑐 2
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What is Computer Science?
Gain knowledge and use it to automate
Automation signifies the source of human
efficiency:
Executing procedures does not require the high
qualification of inventors
Euclid
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What is Computer Science?
Leibniz

Babbage

Lovelace

The invention of the first calculating machine
boosted the broad importance of computer
science:
Automation is rapidly gaining importance.
Leibniz‘
Calculator
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Even the roots of communication
technology are much older than you might
think:
They developed over a span of at least two
millenia.
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Computer science is as old as science and human
civilization. It influenced the entire development of
our species.

Algorithmics and
automation

Computer science established itself as individual subject when:
1. Algorithms could be formulated well enough such that no
improvisation (i.e. intellectual capability) was required for
their execution
2. Technology was sufficiently developed such that the
execution of algorithms could be delegated to machines

Technology
Today

Goals of teaching computer science at school
„Let’s bring up inventors and creators of digital technologies, not only their
mere consumers.“

1. Understanding, steering and contibuting to the development of
the world created by humans
2. Fostering key competencies in mathematics and languages
3. Introduce constructive thinking (core to all technical disciplines) to
general school education
“Life is not about having the right answer – or at least it should not be – it is about
getting things to work.”
Seymour Papert

1. Understanding, steering and contibuting to the
development of the world created by humans
Why not just leave it to the specialists?
• Understanding our surroundings is one of the key responsibilities of
education.
• In almost all professions, automation of tasks increases.
Without knowledge in computer science, children will struggle in their
future jobs.
In general education, computer science takes on a similar role as
mathematics at the time of technical revolution.

“This is not a decision about pedagogic theory but a decision
about what citizens of the future need to know… The rapid
and accelerating change that marks our times means that
every individual will see bigger changes every few years than
previous generations saw in a lifetime. So this is the choice we
must make for ourselves, for our children, for our countries
and for our planet: acquire the skills needed to participate
with understanding in the construction what is new OR be
resigned to a life of dependency.”
Seymour Papert

2. Fostering key competencies in mathematics
and languages
Mathematics

• Fostering abstract thinking skills
• Fostering problem-solving skills

Languages

• Developing new scripts for different purposes
• Participate in the development of programming
languages to communicate with machines (and hence
craft languages according to our needs)
• Communicate precisely

3. Introduce constructive thinking (core to all
technical disciplines) to general school education
• Discover solution methods by means of trial-and-error and
experimenting
• Implement methods in software (programming) or hardware
(robotics)
• Test and assess your products‘ functionality and efficiency
• Improve your product or enrich its functionality

Didactic concepts
• Constructivism (learning by doing)
“knowledge must be assimilated in an active process”

Jean Piaget

• Constructionism (learning by getting things to work)
“We can learn better by doing – but we learn better still if we combine
doing with talking and thinking about what we have done.”
Seymour Papert

• Test and analyze the products of one’s own work

Didactic concepts

(continued)

• Critical Thinking
Do not teach complete products (e.g. facts and methods), but
the process of their creation
•
•
•
•
•

Create motivation
Trial and experiment
Formulate and test hypotheses
Intelligently apply the collected knowledge
Test the functionality of own products

We need a new generation who does not merely accept given knowledge and technical products. We
need critical citizens who are able and willing to test their knowledge on any product they encounter and
who continuously strive to improve any given product.

Focus of our teaching materials
1. Self-explanatory for both teachers and pupils
2. Spiral curriculum – develop the thinking and
the fundamental concepts of computer
science appropriate to age and knowledge of
the pupils
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